True Hues is an exploration of movement and emotion and how they correlate to the colors we see.


Cast: Ireland Clayton, Emily Davis, Caroline Gerheart, Kyndal Hearn, Amanda Johnson, and Michaela Pearse

Understudies: Julia Huskey, Nikita Ruffolo, and Shelby Stewart

Production Team

Choreographer ........................................... Crystal DuBose
Lighting Design .................................................. James Arakas
Costume Design .......................... Crystal Dubose, Brittany Bodley
Sound Design ........................................... Crystal Dubose, James Boyd
Stage Manager ............................................. Leanna Lake
Assistant Stage Manager ....................................... Deonte McGhee
Light Board Op ........................................... Emma Littlefield
Sound Board Op ................................................. Lexi Blatter
Rehearsal Assistant ........................................ Leia Riehl
Faculty Mentors ............................................ James Boyd
Photography ................................................... Taylor Dewberry
Videography ..................................................... Trojan Vision
Graphic Design .................................................. Olivia Kattos
Marketing & Publicity Team ....................... Lily Everett (Manager),
Taylor Dewberry (Asst. Manager),
Micayla Johnston, Olivia Kattos, Arlana Spencer

Audience Engagement Team ...................... Graham Butler (Manager),
Leanna Lake (Asst. Manager), Sarah Adkins (Mentor)

Run/Sanitation Crew ...................... Catherine Belew, Jasmine Hargreaves,
Deonte McGhee, and Pate Spencer
Emerging Voices Festival

Grayscale
Oct 30, 2020

Grayscale serves as representation for the scale of inequality from past to present.

Music: “I Have A Dream” - Martin Luther King Jr
“Justice” - Wyclef Jean (ft. Dre Island)

Cast: Taylor Dewberry, Jordan Hahn, Quinton Moore, Elizabeth Smith, Arlana Spencer, and Ethan Tyler
Understudies: Dani Daniel, Taylor Griffith, Morgan Jensen, Anna Grace Johnson, and Gracie Scrushy

Production Team

Choreographer ........................................................... Shaina Trumer
Lighting Design .......................................................... James Arakas
Costume Design ......................................................... Shaina Trumer, Brittany Bodley
Stage Manager ........................................................... Leanna Lake
Assistant Stage Manager ............................................. Deonte McGhee
Light Board Op .......................................................... Emma Littlefield
Sound Board Op ......................................................... Lexi Blatter
Rehearsal Assistant .................................................... Jasmine Hargreaves
Faculty Mentors ........................................................ Adrienne Hicks
Videography ............................................................... Trojan Vision
Graphic Design .......................................................... Olivia Kattos
Marketing & Publicity Team ................................. Lily Everett (Manager), Taylor Dewberry (Asst. Manager), Micayla Johnston, Olivia Kattos, Arlana Spencer
Audience Engagement Team ................................. Graham Butler (Manager), Leanna Lake (Asst. Manager), Sarah Adkins (Mentor)
Run/Sanitation Crew ............................................ Catherine Belew, Jasmine Hargreaves, Deonte McGhee, and Pate Spencer
All That Jazz will showcase the strength and confidence all women possess by combining the iconic styles of Bob Fosse and the Rockettes, and this performance will leave the audience in a state of excitement and empowerment.

Music: “All That Jazz” from Chicago by John Kander

Cast: ChinaCat Burwell, Julia Huskey, Kiser Olds, Leia Riehl, Elizabeth Smith, Deborah Williams, and Kathryn Williams
Understudies: Rhyleigh Butler, Christina Cervone, Micayla Johnston, Abigail Prather, and Anna Grace Willis

Production Team
Choreographer ........................................ Hannah Echols
Lighting Design .................................................. James Arakas
Costume Design .................................................. Catherine Belew
Sound Design ........................................................ Jose Lopez
Stage Manager ....................................................... Leanna Lake
Assistant Stage Manager ..................................... Deonte McGhee
Light Board Op ..................................................... Emma Littlefield
Sound Board Op .................................................... Lexi Blatter
Light Board Op ..................................................... Emma Littlefield
Sound Board Op .................................................... Lexi Blatter
Rehearsal Assistant ............................................. Melody Adcock
Faculty Mentors .................................................... James Boyd
Photography ........................................................ Leanna Lake
Videography ........................................................ Leanna Lake
Assistant Videographer ......................... Melody Adcock, Whitney Bishop
Graphic Design .................................................... Olivia Kattos
Marketing & Publicity Team ...................... Lily Everett (Manager), Taylor Dewberry (Asst. Manager), Micayla Johnston, Olivia Kattos, Arlana Spencer
Audience Engagement Team ...................... Graham Butler (Manager), Leanna Lake (Asst. Manager), Sarah Adkins (Mentor)
Run/Sanitation Crew ................................. Catherine Belew, Jasmine Hargreaves, Deonte McGhee, and Pate Spencer